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Abstrat. Model heking is an automati method for deiding if a ir-

uit or a program, expressed as a onurrent transition system, satis�es

a set of properties expressed in a temporal logi suh as CTL. In this pa-

per we argue that symboli model heking is feasible in systems biology

and that it shows some advantages over simulation for querying and val-

idating formal models of biologial proesses. We report our experiments

on using the symboli model heker NuSMV and the onstraint-based

model heker DMC, for the modeling and querying of two biologial

proesses: a qualitative model of the mammalian ell yle ontrol after

Kohn's diagrams, and a quantitative model of gene expression regulation.

1 Introdution

In reent years, Biology has learly engaged an eluidation work of high-level

biologial proesses in terms of their biohemial basis at the moleular level.

The mass prodution of post genomi data, suh as ARN expression, protein

prodution and protein-protein interation, raises the need of a strong parallel

e�ort on the formal representation of biologial proesses. Metabolism networks,

extraellular and intraellular signaling pathways, and gene expression regula-

tion networks, are very omplex dynamial systems. Annotating data bases with

qualitative and quantitative information about the dynamis of biologial sys-

tems, will not be suÆient to integrate and eÆiently use the urrent knowledge

about these systems. The design of formal tools for modeling biomoleular pro-

esses and for reasoning about their dynamis seems to be a mandatory researh

path to whih the �eld of formal veri�ation in omputer siene may ontribute

a lot.

Several formalisms have been proposed in reent years for the modeling of

biohemial networks. Regev and Shapiro [22℄ were the �rst to propose the use

of a formal onurrent language, namely Milner's �-alulus, for the modeling

of a biohemial proesses suh as the RTK/MAPK pathway. The bio-alulus

of [21℄ introdues a more biology-oriented syntax for a similar alulus. More
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reently, quantitative modelings of biohemial proesses have been developed

with hybrid Petri nets [19, 16℄, hybrid onurrent onstraint languages [4℄, and

hybrid automata [1, 14℄.

In this paper we propose to go beyond simulation and to fous on the issue

of providing automated methods for querying and validating formal models in

systems biology. More spei�ally, we propose,

{ �rst, the use of the temporal logis CTL as a query language for models of

biologial proesses,

{ seond, the use of onurrent transition systems for the modeling of biologial

proesses.

{ and third, the use of symboli model heking tehniques for automatially

evaluating CTL queries in both qualitative and quantitative models,

Our approah will be illustrated by two examples: a qualitative model of the

mammalian ell yle ontrol after Kohn's diagrams [6, 17℄, and a quantitative

model of gene expression.

1.1 Example 1: The Mammalian Cell Cyle Control

In this example, the main ators are genes, proteins with their phosphoryla-

tion sites, multimoleular omplexes, and membranes. The moleules interat

together to produe new proteins (synthesis), form multimoleular omplexes

(omplexation), modify proteins (phosphorylation and dephosphorylation) de-

grade or transport moleules.

The ell yle in eukaryotes is divided into four phases. Between two ell

divisions, the ell is in a gap phase alled G

1

. The synthesis phase S starts with

the repliation of the nuleus. A seond gap phase G

2

preedes the fourth phase:

the mitose phase M during whih the ell divides into two ells. The gap phase

G

1

is mainly responsible for the duration of the ell yle, it is in fat a growing

phase of the ell and may ontain a quiesent phase G

0

in whih the ell an stay

for long period of time or forever (stable state) without further division. Eah

phase is haraterized by the ativity of two major types of proteins: ylins and

ylin-dependent kinases (Cdk). Cdk ativity requires binding to a ylin, and

is ontrolled by spei� inhibitors and by stimulatory or inhibitory phosphory-

lations by several kinases or phosphatases whih in turn may produe positive

feedbak loops.

A state of the ell is de�ned by the values of the ators: either the presene

or absene of moleules, or their number, or their onentration in eah part of

the ell, and by general data like the pH and the temperature. Note that a set

of states an be just represented by partial information on the atual values of

state variables, like for instane intervals or onstraints between variables.

The biologial queries one an onsider about the ell yle ontrol are of

di�erent kinds:

About reahability :
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1 Given an initial state init, is there a pathway for synthesizing a protein

P ?

2 Whih are the initial states from whih another set of proteins S an be

produed ?

About pathways :

3 Can the ell reah a state s while passing by another state s

2

?

4 Is state s

2

a neessary hekpoint for reahing state s?

5 Can the ell reah a state s without violating ertain onstraints ?

6 From an initial state init, is it possible to synthesize a protein P without

reating nor using protein Q ?

About stable states :

7 Is a ertain (partially desribed) state s of the ell a stable state ?

8 Can the ell reah a given stable state s from the initial state init?

9 Must the ell reah a given stable state s from the initial state init?

10 What are the stable states?

About durations :

11 How long does it take for a moleule to beome ativated?

12 In a given time, how many Cylins A an be aumulated?

13 What is the duration of a given ell yle's phase?

About the orretness of the model :

14 Can one see the inauraies of the model, and orret them?

1.2 Example 2: Regulation of Gene Expression

As noted in [24, 9℄, the dynamis of gene regulatory networks an be modeled

by a system of di�erential equations of the form

_x

i

= f

i

(x)� g

i

(x) � x

i

; x

i

� 0; 1 � i � n;

where x is a vetor of exogenous variables and ellular onentrations of gene

produts (proteins and mRNAs), g

i

(x) is the rate of degradation of protein x

i

,

and f

i

is a highly non-linear funtion whih expresses the e�et of the other

variables on the synthesis of x

i

. Exogenous variables are de�ned by setting _x

i

=

0. The other variables may partiipate to omplex positive or negative feedbak

loops.

We are interested in answering the following types of queries:

About ativation :

15 Can protein x reah a onentration greater than a given value �?

16 Whih states may produe a onentration for x greater than some value

�?

About invariants :

17 Is a given relationship  between onentrations always satis�ed?
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1.3 Plan of the paper

The next setion presents the temporal logi CTL that we propose to use as

a query language for biohemial systems. This approah is illustrated by the

formalization of the biologial queries given above in the two ase studies of this

paper. Some limits of CTL are disussed w.r.t. biologial queries whih do not

translate diretly in CTL.

In Setion 3, we fous on the simple formalism of onurrent transition sys-

tems for the rule-based modeling of biohemial networks. This is illustrated

with a transition system over boolean variables for the ylin box of the mam-

malian ell yle ontrol, and with a transition system over real numbers and

linear onstraints for a simple example of gene interation.

Setion 4 presents the basi model heking algorithm and the symboli and

onstraint-based variants of model heking used in our experiments for querying

our biologial models in CTL. This setion provides some performane �gures

that show the feasibility of the approah.

Setion 5 provides some extra information and referenes to related work.

The last setion presents our onlusion.

2 The Temporal Logi CTL as a Query Language for

Biohemial Models

2.1 Preliminaries on CTL

The Computation Tree Logi CTL is a logi for desribing properties of omputa-

tion trees and (non-deterministi) transition systems [8℄. CTL is a temporal logi

whih abstrats from duration values and desribes the ourrene of events in

the two dimensions of the system: time and non-determinism. CTL basially ex-

tends either propositional or �rst-order (FO) logi [13℄, with two path quanti�ers

for non-determinism: A, meaning \for all transition paths", and E, meaning \for

some transition path", and with several temporal operators: X meaning \next

time", F meaning \eventually in the future", G meaning \always", U meaning

\until".

A \safety" property, speifying that some situation desribed by a formula

� an never happen, is expressed by the CTL formula AG:�, i.e. on all paths

� is always false. A \liveness" property, speifying that something good  will

eventually happen, is expressed by the formula AF . Note that by duality we

have EF� = :AG� and EG� = :AF:� for any formula �.

Formally, CTL formulas are divided into state formulas and path formulas.

Let AP be a set of atomi propositions, desribing states. A state formula is

either an atomi proposition, or a path formula pre�xed by a path quanti�er, or

a logial ombination of suh formulas. The set of path formulas is the losure

of the set of state formula by the temporal operators and logial onnetives.

Arbitrary state and path formulas form CTL

�

formula. CTL logi is a syntati

fragment of CTL

�

in whih the temporal operators must be immediately pre�xed

by a path quanti�er. For example, A(FG�) and E(F�^G ) are CTL

�

formula
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whih are not expressible in CTL. In this paper we shall only be onerned with

the fragment of CTL formulas.

The semantis of CTLis given by Kripke strutures. A Kripke struture K is

a triple (S;R;L) where S is a set of states, R � S � S is a (transition) relation

and L : S ! 2

AP

is a funtion that assoiates to eah state the set of atomi

propositions true in that state. A path inK from a state s

0

is an in�nite sequene

of states � = s

0

; s

1

; ::: suh that (s

i

; s

i+1

) 2 R for all i � 0. We denote by �

i

the suÆx of � starting at s

i

. Now the indutive de�nition of the truth relation

stating that a CTL formula � is true in K at state s, noted K; s j= �, or true in

K along path �, noted K;� j= �, is the following (the standard rules for logial

onnetives are omitted):

{ K; s j= � i� s j= �, if � is a state formula,

{ K; s j= E� i� there is a path � from s suh that K;� j= �,

{ K; s j= A� i� for every path � from s, K;� j= �,

{ K;� j= � i� s j= � where s is the starting state of �, if � is a state formula,

{ K;� j= X� i� K;�

1

j= �,

{ K;� j= F� i� there exists k � 0 suh that K;�

k

j= �,

{ K;� j= G� i� for every k � 0, K;�

k

j= �,

{ K;� j= �U i� there exists k � 0 suh that K;�

k

j=  and K;�

j

j= � for

all 0 � j < k.

Following [13℄, assuming a Kripke struutre K, we shall identify a CTL for-

mula � to the set of states whih satisfy it, i.e. fs 2 SjK; s j= �g. Thus, by abuse

of notation, we will write s 2 � if � is true in state s in K.

2.2 Example 1: The Mammalian Cell Cyle Control

The examples of biologial questions listed in the previous setion translate into

CTL as follows.

About reahability :

1 init 2 EF (P ),

2 EF (S), the CTL formula is indeed a representation of all states satisfying

it, model heking tools provide failities for enumerating expliitly these

states.

About pathways :

3 EF (s

2

^ EFs),

4 :E((:s

2

) U s),

5 E( U s),

6 init 2 E(:Q U P ),

About stable states :

7 s 2 AG(s), a stable state in the strong sense is a state in whih the ell

stays inde�nitely with no possibility of esaping; a state in whih the ell

an stay inde�nitely but an esape from, an be modeled by s 2 EG(s),

8 init 2 EF (AGs),

9 init 2 AF (AGs).
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10 The set of stable states of the system annot be represented by a CTL

query. In CTL, it is only possible to hek whether a given (partially

desribed) state is a stable state. One approah to omputing the set

of stable states (or hekpoints, et.) of a biohemial network would

be to ombine model heking methods with searh methods, that is an

interesting open problem.

About durations :

Time in temporal logi CTL is a purely qualitative notion, based on a sin-

gle preedene relation. Reasoning about durations is thus not expressible

with the temporal operators of CTL. Nevertheless, if the state desription

logi underlying CTL is not propositional but �rst-order, it is always pos-

sible in FO to model time intervals by adding to all atomi propositions

extra numerial arguments representing their starting time and duration.

Constraint-based model heking presented in setion 4.1 provides an auto-

mati method for evaluating suh queries.

About the orretness of the model : When an intended property is not

veri�ed, the pathways leading to a ounterexample help the user to re�ne

the model. Similarly, when an unintended property is satis�ed, the pathway

leading to a witness helps the user to re�ne his model by enforing extra

onditions in rules, or, if the property is not known to be biologially true

or false, the witness may suggest to do biologial experiments in order to

validate or invalidate that property of the model. In biology, the standard

loop between modeling and model-validation is in fat a three fold loop

between modeling, querying the model and doing biologial experiments.

2.3 Example 2: Regulation of Gene Expression

The seond series of questions for the example of gene regulation an be trans-

lated in CTL as follows. It is worth noting that in this seond series of examples,

the setting of �rst-order logi is useful to express the onstraints in CTL queries

[10, 13℄.

About ativation :

15 init 2 EF (x > �),

16 EF (x > �),

About invariants :

17 init 2 AG().

The same remark as above about the tools for orreting the model or suggesting

biologial experiments, applies as well.

3 Modeling Biohemial Networks with Conurrent

Transition Systems

Conurrent transition systems have been introdued in the sheme of [23℄ for

reasoning about onurrent programs. Conurrent transition systems o�er a di-

ret way of speifying a Kripke struture by reation rules and we shall use them

for this reason for the modeling of biohemials networks.
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A onurent transition system is a Kripke struture presented as a triple

(x; I; R) where x is a tuple of (data and ontrol) variables, I is a formula on x

expressing the initial ondition as a set of values for all variables, and R is a set

of ondition-ation rules. The rules have the following syntax:

ondition �(x) ation x

0

= �(x)

where �(x) denotes the ondition under whih the rule an be applied, and the

primed version of the variables denotes the new values �(x) of the variables after

the rule is applied. By onvention, the variables whih are not modi�ed in the

right hand side of the rule keep their value unhanged.

Clearly, a onurrent transition system de�nes a Kripke struture, where the

set of states is the set of all tuples of values for the variables, the initial state is

the tuple of values satisfying the initial ondition, and the transition relation is

the union

1

(i.e. disjuntion) of the relations between the states of all instanes

of the ondition-ation rules.

In the following, we shall assoiate a data variable to eah moleule (protein

or gene). The value of a variable will be either a numerial value expressing

the onentration of the moleule, or a boolean value expressing simply the

presene or absene of the moleule. The temporal evolution of the system will

be modeled by the transition steps. The di�erent transition paths will model the

non-deterministi behavior of the system.

3.1 Example 1 : The Mammalian Cell Cyle Control

In [17℄, Kohn provided an annotated diagrammati representation of the moleu-

lar interation map of the mammalian ell yle ontrol and DNA repair systems.

The part onerning the ell yle ontrol, and with more details the Cylin box

and the E2F box, have been modeled in the ARC CPBIO by M. Chiaverini and

V. Danos [6℄, as a set of 732 reation rules over 165 moleules, and 532 variables

taking into aount the di�erent forms of a moleule. The beauty of this model

is that eah rule is an instane of one of the following �ve rule shemas:

1. Complexation : A ^ B ! AB,

two moleules A and B bind together to form a multimoleular omplex AB;

2. Phosphorylation : A ^ B ! Ap ^ B,

moleule A is modi�ed under the ation of a atalyst B, A is transformed in

a phosphorylated form Ap,

3. Dephosphorylation : Ap ^B ! A ^ B,

the phosphorylated moleule Ap is dephosphorylated by atalyst B;

4. Synthesis : A! A ^ B,

moleule B is synthesized by the gene with the ativated promotor A;

1

Conurrent transition systems are asynhronous in the sense that one rule is exeuted

at a time (interleaved semantis), hene the transition relation is the union of the

relations assoiated to the rules. On the other hand, synhronous programs, that are

not onsidered in this paper, have their transition relation de�ned by intersetion.
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5. Degradation : A ^ B ! A,

moleule B is degraded by moleule A.

In this model, eah type of moleule is modeled by a variable. By lak of

quantitative data, the variables assoiated to moleules are all boolean. They

simply express the presene or absene of the moleule in the ell. This model

of the mammalian ell yle ontrol is thus a purely logial model. For example,

CyH, Cdk7 and CyH-Cdk7 are three variables representing respetively, Cylin

H, Cdk 7 and the dimer Cylin H-Cdk 7. In the omplexation rule shema, AB

stands for a propositional variable denoting the multimoleular omplex whih

results from the binding of the moleules denoted by A and B. An instane of

this shema is the rule CyH ^ Cdk7 ! CyH-Cdk7. Trimers, tetramers and

more generally polymers an be formed by applying the omplexation shema to

dimers, et. Note that it is possible to distinguish between the omplexes (AB)C

and A(BC) if there are biologial reasons to make this distintion.

Similarly, one an introdue a variable named Cdk1(phosphorylated at Thr14)-

ylinB, to represent a phosphorylated form of the dimer Cdk1-Cylin B at site

Thr 14 of Cdk 1. The phosphorylation of this dimer by Mytosine 1 is modeled by

the rule instane: Cdk1-CyB ^ Myt1! Cdk1(phosphorylated at Thr14)-CyB

^ Myt1. An instane of the dephosphorylation rule is: Cdk1(phosphorylated at

Thr14 and Tyr15)-CyB ^ Cd25C(phosphorylated in N-terminal domain) !

Cdk1-ylinB ^ Cd25C(phosphorylated in N-terminal domain).

For the sake of oniseness, we have used the following onvention in the rule

shemas for denoting ondition-ation rules. The left hand side of a rule is just

its ondition. The right hand side is a formula whih expresses whih variables

are made true in the ation, with the onvention that the variables whih do

not appear in the shema remain unhanged, and the variables whih appear

in the left hand side and not in the right hand side of the shema may take

arbitrary values. The rule shema of omplexation is thus a short-hand for the

four ondition-ation rules:

ondition A ^ B ation AB

0

= true;A

0

= true;B

0

= true

ondition A ^ B ation AB

0

= true;A

0

= false;B

0

= true

ondition A ^ B ation AB

0

= true;A

0

= true;B

0

= false

ondition A ^ B ation AB

0

= true;A

0

= false;B

0

= false

The ondition-ation rules make expliit the possible disappearane of moleules

A and B by omplexation.

3.2 Example 2 : Regulation of Gene Expression

Following Euler's method for solving di�erential equations numerially, one an

assoiate a disrete, yet in�nite state, transition system to a system of di�erential

equations.

We shall use the following pedagogial example of interation between two

genes taken from [4℄:

_y = 0:01 � x,

_x = 0:01� 0:02 � x if y < 0:08,
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_x = �0:02 � x if y � 0:08.

Gene x ativates gene y, but above a ertain threshold, gene y inhibits expression

of gene x.

A disretization by one time unit dt (e.g. dt = 1) leads to the following simple

transition system:

ondition y < 0:8 ation x

0

= x+(0:01� 0:02 �x) � dt; y

0

= y+0:01 �x � dt

ondition y � 0:8 ation x

0

= x� 0:02 � x � dt; y

0

= y + 0:01 � x � dt

The transition system in this example is deterministi but it is worth noting that

this is not required by the sheme. Note that the derivatives an be added to

the states of the system in order to reason or express queries about them. Dy-

nami disretizations are possible by adding the time step dt as a state variable,

similarly to multirate simulation in hybrid systems.

4 Model Cheking for Systems Biology

4.1 Preliminaries on Model Cheking

Model heking is an algorithm for omputing, in a given Kripke strutureK, the

set of states whih satisfy a given CTL formula �, i.e. the set fs 2 SjK; s j= �g.

For the sake of simpliity, we onsider only the CTL fragment of CTL, and

use the fat that (by duality) any CTL formula an be expressed in terms of

:; _; EX; EU and EG.

When K has a �nite set of states, the model heking algorithm, in its sim-

plest form, works with an expliit representation of K as a transition graph,

and labels eah state with the set of subformula of � whih are true in that

state. First, the states are labeled with the atomi propositions of � whih are

true in those states. The labeling of more omplex formula is done iteratively,

following the syntax of the subformula of �. Formulas of the form :� label those

states whih are not labeled by �. Formulas of the form � _  are added to the

labels of the states labeled by � or  . Formulas EX� are added to the labels of

the predeessor states of the states labeled by �. Formulas E(�U ) are added

to the predeessor states of  while they satisfy �. Formulas EG� involve the

omputation of the strongly onneted omponents of the subgraph of transi-

tions restrited to the states satisfying �. The states labeled by EG� are the

states in this subgraph for whih there exists a path leading to a state in a

non trivial strongly onneted omponent. The omplexity of this algorithm is

O(j�j�(jSj+ jRj)) where j�j is the size of the formula, jSj is the number of states,

and jRj is the number transitions [8℄.

Symboli model heking is a more eÆient algorithm that uses a symboli

representation of �nite Kripke strutures with boolean formulas. In partiular,

the whole transition relation is enoded as a single (disjuntive) boolean formula,

sets of states are enoded by boolean formulas, and ordered binary deision

diagrams (OBDDs) are used as anonial forms for the boolean formulas. The

symboli model heking algorithm omputes an OBDD representing the set of

states satisfying a given CTL formula. The omputation involves the iterative
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omputation of the least �xed point (for EF ) and the greatest �xed point (for

EG) of simple prediate transformers assoiated to the temporal onnetives [8℄.

In our experiments reported below, we used the state-of-the-art symboli model

heker NuSMV [7℄.

Constraint-based model heking applies to in�nite state Kripke strutures,

suh as Kripke strutures with variables ranging over unbounded or ontin-

uous numerial domains. A onstrained state is a �nite representation using

onstraints, of a �nite or in�nite set of states. In the sheme of Delzanno and

Podelski [10℄, in�nite state Kripke strutures are represented by onstraint logi

programs, and the CTL formulas, that are based on a fragment of �rst-order

logi, are identi�ed to the least �xed point and greatest �xed point of suh pro-

grams. In our experiments reported below about the quantitative model of gene

expression regulation, we used the implementation in Sistus Prolog with on-

straints over �nite domains and real numbers (simplex algorithm) of the model

heker DMC [11℄.

4.2 Symboli Model Cheking of Logial Models

Type Query Pathway Number of DMC time NuSMV time

length DMC states in seonds in seonds

ompiling - - - 47.5

2 EF(yE) 6 279 1320 16.5

2 EF(SL1 1) 10 2107 29970 57.8

2 EF(yA) 6 1072 23161 16.8

2 EF(PCNA) 6 245 2524 23.7

4 :E( (:(Cd25-ative)) - - - 112

U Cdk1-CyB-ative )

Table 1. Evaluation of CTL queries in the mammalian ell yle ontrol model with

DMC and NuSMV.

The Table 1 provides some performane �gures about the evaluation of CTL

queries in the mammalian ell yle ontrol model. The two �rst olumns indiate

the query and its type . The third olumn indiates the length of the pathway

leading to a ounterexample or to a witness. The fourth olumn indiates the

number of state expressions omputed by DMC. The two last olumns indiate

the CPU time in seonds measured on a Pentium 4 at 660 Mhz for DMC and

NuSMV. The NuSMV timings (whih inlude the reonstrution of a pathway)

show the eÆieny of the OBDD representation of states ompared to the simple

representation of states in Prolog (without boolean onstraints) used in DMC.
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4.3 Constraint-based Model Cheking of Quantitative Models

Constraint-based model heking of quantitative models must be ontrasted with

symboli model heking tehniques whih use �nite domain abstration teh-

niques to deal with quantitative models [25℄. The onstraint-based model heker

DMC [11℄ performs a bakward reahability analysis, starting from a onstrained

state expressing the CTL property to prove, up to the omputation of a state ex-

pression ontaining the initial state. Safety (resp. liveness) properties involve the

omputation of the least (resp. greatest) �xpoint of a onstraint logi program.

It is worth noting that this kind of reasoning mixes symboli omputation

on set of states desribed by numerial onstraints, with a form of reasoning

by indution. In the simple example of gene regulation, the query EF (x � 0:5)

immediately evaluates to false, as any predeessor state of a state desribed by

the onstraint x � 0:5 again satis�es that onstraint and is thus subsumed.

The table below show some performane �gures in the Prolog implementa-

tion of DMC. Better performane results ould be obtained by using other dis-

retizations of the problem, other translations involving Runge-Kutta method,

and other implementations of the onstraints.

Type Request Pathway Number Computing

length of states time (se)

16 EF(x�0.5) 0 1 0.02

16 EF(x�0.2) 28 29 3.65

16 EF(x�0.45) 116 117 59

16 EF(y�0.8) 212 213 256

16 EF(x+y�1.3) 178 179 173

16 EF(x+y�1.2) 194 195 206

17 AG(x>0.5) 1 2 0.03

17 AG(x<0.1) 14 127 8

17 AG(y<0.8) 211 421 7

Table 2. Examples of CTL queries in the example of gene interation.

5 Disussion and Related Work

The experiments reported in this paper should be read as a proof-of-onept

rather than as providing an already usable aurate modeling of biologial sys-

tems. Some errors or ambiguities were orreted with the biologists of the ARC

CPBIO, but more work with biologists is needed to validate further the formal

modeling of Kohn's diagram as a onurrent transition system, and inorporate

more knowledge in the model.

The pathway logi of S. Eker et al. [12℄ is tightly related to our approah.

The modeling of biohemial networks with onurrent transition systems is of
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a somewhat lower level than with pathway logi. Pathway logi is indeed more

expressive as it an express algebrai properties of the omponents, suh as the

ommutativity and assoiativity of omplexation. This apability an be used to

infer the possible reations of moleules from their logial struture. It is worth

onsidering however, that the interation apabilities of a protein are often not

related to the ones of its omponents, as they depend on the 3D struture of the

proteins whih is obviously impratial to take into aount in a global modeling

[3℄.

One limitation to the modeling of biologial systems with onurrent tran-

sition systems is the neessity to enode all the parameters of the system in a

�nite vetor of data and ontrol variables. In order to get rid of this diÆulty,

we are urrently investigating the use of other model hekers based on linear

logi or multiset rewriting, that dont't have this restrition and make it possible

to reason about systems within an arbitrary ontext [5℄.

Another obvious limitation in the experiments reported here is the absene

of stohasti data. There are however stohasti model heking methods [18,

20℄ whih an be investigated to irumvent this limitation.

The performanes of our model heker an be improved in many ways as

we have already shown with the use of DMC and NuSMV for the logial model

of the mammalian ell yle ontrol. Similar improvements will be neessary to

show the salability of this approah for quantitative models. In this respet,

onstraint-based model heking is thightly related to hybrid systems methods

and to hybrid veri�ation tools suh as for example Hyteh [15℄ or d=dt [2℄.

Approximation tehniques oming from hybrid automata an be imported in

onstraint-based model heking with the framework of abstrat interpretation.

On the other hand, onstraint-based model heking provides a method for gen-

eralizing hybrid veri�ation tools, going from pure reahability analysis towards

more general CTL query evaluation.

6 Conlusion

We have applied symboli model heking tehniques to the querying and vali-

dation of both quantitative and qualitative models of biomoleular systems. Our

�rst experiments show some advantages over simulation. Constraint reasoning

makes it possible to group large or in�nite sets of states into small onstrained

state expressions whih provide formal proofs of reahability, pathway, hek-

point and stability properties. In some ases the properties an be heked by

omputing a fewer number of states than by simulation. It is also possible to rea-

son with in�nite sets of initial states �nitely represented by onstraints. Moreover

the proof method applies to non-deterministi systems, for whih simulations

may be unfeasible.

We have also shown that onstraint-based model heking an be applied in

quantitative models desribed by di�erential equations. In our experiments we

used a symboli variant of Euler's method, but the use of the more aurate

12



Runge-Kutta method, of non-linear onstraint solving by interval propagation,

and the use of abstration tehniques open many ways for improvement.

For all these reasons, we believe that, beyond simulation, veri�ation tools

suh as model heking will beome indispensable for querying and validating

omplex models in systems biology.
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